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RZPO
Russian Food Processing Equipment Manufacturer

Meat processing Equipment
Food processing Equipment
Fish processing Equipment
About Us

Russian Food Processing Equipment Manufacture "RZPO" produces high-quality technological equipment for meat, fish, cheese, vegetables, poultry meat handling, as well as associated machinery and a vast selection of components. Thanks to our own production, the right selection of personnel, processing of metal for our equipment and competent marketing policy, we achieved the best price-quality ratio for all of our products.

The primary advantage of the "RZPO" company in the individual approach to each client. You only need to show your requirements for equipment and our specialists will produce the necessary equipment for your food production especially for you and for your technological tasks. Our equipment always meets the stated criteria and meets the quality standards. All products of the food machinery factory "RZPO" have 2 years warranty, as well as all the necessary certificates for materials.

QUALITY & WARRANTY

5 Star Quality
One of the main priorities of the RZPO (Russian Food Processing Equipment Manufacturer) is the production of high-quality equipment that surpass their competitors' similar products with their consumer properties. Throughout the production phase, we carry out continuous quality control of the produced food equipment, meat processing and fish processing industries.

We are proud of the quality of our finished products and provide an extended warranty for the entire line of equipment manufactured under the brand name of RZPO.

Russian Food Processing Equipment Manufacturer has its own service department, which is able to quickly arrive to the client facility and carry out emergency repairs of any food equipment. RZPO offers transparent service contracts for the maintenance of your food equipment.

2 years Warranty
The practice of quality control in our company is a culture that interests each activity, resource and function.

A methodology of work that affects each business operations: from the planning to the prototyping, from the purchase of materials to the production of the individual components until the whole product and its posting.
OUR KNOW-HOW

KNOW-HOW of our plant is drying fish equipment class UVR 3 that allows for the shortest possible time to dry any species of fish while consuming a minimum number of energy (around 0.8 kW per 1 kg of finished product).

Time of drying small species of fish: roach, sabrefish, rudd and others – not more than 3 days (regardless of season and weather). It is possible to work in 2 modes – drying (removing moisture from air) and fish drying with the use of the principle of “heat pump” – with automatic self-regulation process, without temper, with the effective removal of moisture.

Universal drying fish equipment with horizontal air supply can dry fish in a vertical hanging as well as a fillet or small things on the leaves (grids).

This ensures uniformity of drying (dehydration) at all points inside the chamber width, height and depth.

The main difference from the many drying chambers on the market is the high efficiency at the process of fish drying. On 1 kg of finished dried products electricity consumption is obtained in the range of 0.6 – 0.8 kW. It can be used instead of electricity as the heating element: reverse freon, steam or hot water. Frequency control of fans and automatic remote software make the drying process easy and controllable.

See more at Equipment for meat HEAT treatment category:
PRODUCT OFFERING

MEAT PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

- Heat Treatment
- Ice Generators
- Primary Treatment
- Grinding / Skinning
- Injectors, Mixers
- Packaging
- Washing
- Forms / Fishnet
- Support
PRODUCT OFFERING

FISH PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

DEFROSTING
INJECTION / SALTING
SQUID MACHINES
SLICERS / CUTTING

HEAT TREATMENT
FILLETING / CUTTING
SKINNING / SCALING
STORAGE
PRODUCT OFFERING

FOOD PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

FRYING / SORTING

MIXING

CONVEYOR LINES

SMOKING CHAMBERS

STITCHING SMALL FISH

MIXERS / WASHERS
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RZPO - Russian Food Processing Equipment Manufacturer

info@equipment7.com
Adress: 142105, Moscow Region, Podolsk, st. Bolshaya Serpuhovskaya 43/103, office 1B-105
International free toll number:
+883510001246977